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1.1. A FEW WORDS

- in a city
- in the country
- in the mountains
- on the beach
- spring
- summer
- autumn
- winter

*Discuss the questions below:
- Where do you prefer to go on holiday?
  (the city, the country, the mountains, or the beach)
- Does it depend on the weather or the season?

*In spring I like going to the mountains—it is usually warm and sunny, and the mountains are full of flowers.
*In summer I prefer the beach, because I am fond of swimming and I enjoy spending time by the sea.

1.1.1. The Weather

- It is raining.
- It is cold.
- It is snowing.
- It is windy and cloudy.
- It is sunny and warm.
- It is hot, really hot.

When we talk about the weather we use (it + be):
*It’s col……….It’s very cloudy today……….It’s windy and snowy……………….
*A TEXT
Let’s take a look at the weather in the South America region. It is very hot, dry and sunny in Paraguay, with a maximum temperature of 35 degrees in the capital Asuncion. It is cold, wet.
Day in Sao Paulo. It is raining with a maximum temperature of 15 degrees centigrade.
In EL Calafete, it is snowing and the temperature is only just above freezing……..it is showing a very cold 1 degree centigrade at the moment.
Notice: weather adjectives:
*some weather adjectives come from nouns:
rain….rainy….cloud….cloudy….wind….windy….snow….snowy
*when a noun has one syllable and ends in (consonant-vowel-consonant), we double the
final consonant.
sun…sunny……..fog………foggy
*When a noun ends in (-e), we replace the (-e) with (-y).
icy

1.1.2. 3- Past Simple : (to be)
To be………….present : am – is – are
past : was – were
past participle: been
I,he,she, it…………………………was , wasn’t
You ,we ,they………………………...were , weren’t

1.1.3. A Few Sentences
• There weren’t any big hotels in Benidorm years ago.
• Were there many tourists in Turkey twenty years ago?
*No, there weren’t, but there are a lot of tourists today.
• My favorite holiday destination was Bali when I was first there in 1985.
• Were there many visitors and fishermen in Samsun at your childhood?
• The beach was quiet in Antalya in the past, but it is full of people now.

1.1.4. A few Questions and Answers
-How was your trip last month?
( It was great, thanks, really great )
-How was the beach in Samsun twenty years ago?
( It was nice. There was a great pool and a sea view. )
-Where were you a few days ago?
( We were on the beach in Kusadasi, but now we are in Samsun. )

1.1.5. Simple Past Tense
We use (the past simple) to talk about the actions that happened in the past.
*In affirmative: We add (-ed) to the infinitive.
miss…………missed   /   start………started
walk……… walked   /    want:……wanted

*In negative : We use (didn’t) + infinitive.
-We didn’t want to wait long.
-I didn’t like the hotel in Antalya last year.
-We didn’t walk around town for hours yesterday.

*In question : We use (did + subject + infinitive).
-Why did you come home late yesterday?
-What did you decide to study on?
-Why didn’t you get on the train last day? It was raining.
-Did your father send you enough money to buy this book?
*Complete the dialogue using the verbs in the brackets in the past simple.
A: What………….(you / do) at the weekend?
B: We…………..(want) to get away, so we went to the country.
A: Where…………..(you / go)?
B: To the mountains. We…………. (stay) in a campsite.
A: Nice. What…………..(you / do)?
B: We…………..(go) walking in the mountains, we ……..(have) a barbecue.
It ……………..(rain) a bit on Sunday. What about you?
A: Nothing special. I………….(work) on Saturday. I ………. (need) to finish that report. On Sunday, I…………..(stay) in and……………………..(relax). I…………(watch) some television, I………….(do) some cooking – you know, the usual.
B: That’s boring.

5-Write questions in the past simple. Then answer them.
1. What / do / last weekend?
2. stay at home?
3. do anything interesting?
4. Who / see?
5. Where / go?
6. have a good time?